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Abstract. IoT devices, Apple and FitBit smartwatch for example, in the health sec-
tor show enhancements and are very promising in recent times because both can record
ECG results well and could be used as a basis for differentiating AF from Sinus Rhythm.
The recorded data can be assumed as a medical record, and it needs to be securely stored
and transferred including external transmission. Attacks that potentially acquire user’s
personal data, especially health data or medical records are the challenge and will be
discussed in the context of this study. The proposed solution uses a transposition cryp-
tosystem, Rail Fencing Cipher, which is a lightweight cryptographic algorithm and one
well-studied cipher technique to overcome the challenge. OWASP ZAP shows the data
securely transferred without any medium or above alert category in terms of evaluation.
Implementation of any machine learning tasks can be a future research direction.
Keywords: Internet of Things, Cloud platform, Transposition encryption, Man-in-the-
Middle attack, Medical record

1. Introduction. IoT (Internet of Things) currently is recognized as a concept that has
substantial impacts on all aspects of our daily life [1]. IoT devices have light computing
power with the ability to process and transmit data and are equipped with at least one
type of sensor. The active device itself over the globe is reaching more than 50 billion in
2019 [2]. Utilizing IoT devices in the health sector is very promising [3], but in fact it lacks
on the application. Based on statistics from the World Health Organization (WHO), the
annual death rate due to heart failure reaches 17.9 million people.

In helping detect cases of heart failure, Apple Watch can be said to have a better
sensitivity in collecting ECG data than other devices. One brand that uses a wearable
sensor that is getting quite a positive response from the market is FitBit. [4] was checking
for Atrial Fibrillation (AF) and Atrial Flutter symptoms using FitBit Blaze device and
Apple Watch based on ECG signal recorded. [4,5] show that the AF detection algorithm
of the Apple Watch, supported by a doctor’s review of the data used in the study, can be
used as a basis for differentiating AF from Sinus Rhythm (SR). In addition, Apple Watch
has received approval from the U.S Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [6,7].

Although the Apple Watch performs well in recording ECG data, transmitting ECG
data from iOs (iPhone/iPad) to data centers or cloud services, or in other words via the
public Internet, creates vulnerabilities. The most common potential attacks are Eaves-
dropping, Sybil attack, Sinkhole attack, Sleep Deprivation attack, and Man-in-the-Middle
(MITM) attack [8]. These attacks potentially acquire user’s personal data, especially
health data or medical records in the context of this study. Apart from security chal-
lenges, the public Internet also faces several other challenges including the quick response
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requirement, handling multiple users at the same time, along with flexibility in operation
[9].
We propose a method on transmitting ECG data using transposition encryption to

reduce resource utilization which is secure and lightweight and unique device ID to increase
the security. Over power consumption, high bandwidth required, or limited computation
resources are common dealt cases when performing advanced security on a data. We use
Apple Smartwatch in this research as ECG data source and iPhone as iOs device where
the application will run due to ECG recording accuracy and the Smartwatch has been
approved by FDA. The proposed method will implement Secure Socket Layer (SSL) as a
baseline.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains related works. Proposed method

is explained in Section 3. Section 4 focuses on Man-in-the-Middle attack analysis. Section
5 shows results and discussion. The last part, Section 6, ends this paper with a conclusion
as well as future work.

2. Related Works. Few researches were highlighted in this paper in order to provide
insights of the solution that have been worked on. These researches show crucial aspects
of data security, starting from the encryption model, transmission flow, to optimal end-
to-end infrastructure.
[10] focuses on cryptographic methods in monitoring ECG using Fully Homomorphic

Encryption (FHE). This method is known to perform quite heavy computations because
of the analysis process during the encryption process. The framework in this research
provides an optimized FHE encryption method, while adhering to the HIPAA regulations
in protecting patient data, but can significantly reduce the computational load. To be
able to transmit data from IoT devices to cloud services in real time, the proposed solution
requires a minimum bandwidth of 2 Mbps.
In line with the topics discussed in this study, [11] offers a solution with Black Networks,

which are networks that secure all data, including metadata, associated with each frame
or packet in the IoT protocol. One thing to be highlighted is the recommendation of a
separate key management system to generate, distribute, store, revoke, change, and use
keys. The shared key referred to in this study is a symmetric shared key. In practice,
most of the shared keys are carried out without using a key management system. It means
that there is no key rotation in the future.
In regards to mobile application, the security aspect is concerning. A framework is

introduced called iSec [12-20], introducing three pillars which are storage, access, and
data transfer development strategy. Universal Device Identifiers (UDIDs) are utilized in
this research and it seems to be the most reliable way which can be used to identify the
requests for the data sent to the server. XMLParser in this research which will enable to
read and write the security configuration stored in an external XML file could potentially
open vulnerabilities to attackers though.
A proposed authentication protocol using Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) based

on three factors password, smart card and biometric is introduced in 2020 [13]. The eval-
uation results have also been tested for the formal security verification using the widely-
accepted AVISPA tool. The result proves that the protocol is secure against known attacks
including the replay and Man-in-the-Middle attacks. Unfortunately, the evaluation does
not measure the total time taken for the authentication process.
The proposed algorithm, Rail Fence Cipher (RFC), is efficient (in terms of complexi-

ty), lightweight and energy efficient [14] and can be used for encryption in mobile devices.
By increasing the complexity of determining the pattern used for the transposition, the
method expects to remove security vulnerabilities of RFC. Attacks analysis in this research
is limited to Man-in-the-Middle attack due to HIPAA compliance regarding patient med-
ical records.
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3. Proposed Method. This section will cover how the proposed solution would be
delivered. In general, the proposed solution uses a transposition cryptosystem mostly used
for mobile chatting. The transposition cipher is a lightweight cryptographic algorithm
and one well-studied cipher technique. In transposition cipher, the Ciphertext (CT) is
obtained from characters of the Plaintext (PT) permutations. The character set in Figure
1, both in PT and CT is the same, but the positions of the characters are shifted in CT.
The main goal of the transposition cipher is to create diffusion. It is widely used in
cryptographic algorithms, including Rail Fence Cipher [15,16], double transposition [17],
Myszkowski transposition [18]. The word CSPRN is an abbreviation for Cryptographically
Secure Pseudo-Random Number, which is used to retrieve a session key for encrypting
the text messages. The proposed solution data flow diagram is shown in Figure 2. User

Figure 1. Basic architecture of the proposed protocol

Figure 2. Data flow diagram of the proposed solution
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needs to log in or register from the iOs device to verify or acquire valid CSPRN from the
server. Once the CSPRN is stored in both server and device, iOs application will run
in the background, listening periodically for new ECG data. CSPRN will be generated
overtime due to having Time to Live (TTL) on the server. If the CSPRN is already
expired, iOs device will renew the CSPRN in the beginning of sending ECG data. Data
will be sent over secure communication channel (HTTPS) in addition with transformed
ECG records that will be explained in more detail in Section 3.3. iOs device stores ECG
logs which are already sent to prevent redundancy.

3.1. System architecture. The proposed solution in this paper uses technology stacks,
such as web server in Go Language, MySQL database management system (DBMS) which
will be used to store patient data in the server, in-memory database which will be used
to store CSPRN with TTL in the server, and iOs application in Swift to listen and send
ECG data to the server. In [18] the CSPRN can be generated in the mobile device, but
in terms of security and authenticity, this paper suggests that the CSPRN is generated
in the external server/web server.

3.2. Obtaining CSPRN. CSPRN will be stored in two places, first is in the in-memory
database in the server, second is in the local mobile storage inside the iOs application.
To obtain CSPRN from the mobile apps, firstly user needs to either register as new user
or log in as registered user. User UUID and device ID are required to generate CSPRN.
Device ID in the iOs can be obtained by accessing variable UIDevice.current.identifier
ForVendor?.uuidString. These two values would be stored in in-memory database as
the key to validate CSPRN later on. CSPRN in this paper is using 512-bits to extend
the security [19]. Process “Generate CSPRN Using UUID+Device ID and Set TTL of
CSPRN” especially how to generate the CSPRN in Figure 2 is more elaborated in Figure
3. Everytime user is logged in, the device ID is stored to be compared when the data
is received. Variable totalEmptyArray determines how many prefixes before putting first
plain text in encryption process.

Figure 3. Generating CSPRN

3.3. Randomized Rail Fence Cipher (RRFC). This section will explain more detail
on RRFC. This algorithm randomizes the length (li) and the starting positions (Si) of
each Downward Diagonal Fence (DDF). Upward Diagonal Fences (UDF) on the other
hand can be obtained by joining endpoint and starting points (Si) of two consecutive
DDFs. Permutation of the rails is the key to generating the ciphertext.
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A randomized fence can be implemented by providing two parameters, the initial posi-
tion (Si) (the rail from where it starts) and the length (li). In Figure 4 for instance, the
first DDF can be characterized as (2, 4). Similarly, the next DDF can be represented by
(3, 3). Using this notion, we can enlist all DDFs of Figure 4 as <(2, 4)(3, 3)(1, 5)>. The
same representation works equally for determining the UDF.

Figure 4. RRFC example

4. Man-in-the-Middle Attack Analysis. MITM can be categorized into several types
[20,21], such as Spoofing based attack which the attacker intercepts the legitimate with the
aid of spoofing and controls the data in and out without hosts being aware of the attacker
existence, TSL/SSL MITM attack which the attacker bridges two separate SSL connection
and relays traffics or messages between the communication of endpoints or targets, BGP
based MITM attack which the attacker transmits the stolen traffic to the target or known
as IP hijacking as well where there are possibilities of traffic manipulation, and lastly false
base station based MITM attack which the attacker creates a fake transceiver station and
then manipulate the target traffics. Most of the MITM attacks involve traffic through
a middleman but a novel MITM scheme is not available though. MITM attacks can
be prevented by implementing several cryptographic techniques such as elliptic curve
cryptography [13], secure key distribution [22] and authentication methods.

5. Results and Discussion. In this research, we use CSPRN which is being requested
from mobile devices as identification. User ID, Device ID and previous CSPRN should
be sent to validate the legitimate user. Sending out an unregistered Device ID will also
reject an unusual attempt. We use a proxy server, OWASP Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP), to
be able to listen to any packages going in and out to assess the security level of the data.
OWASP can help you automatically find security vulnerabilities and has the ability to
simulate active or passive attacks. It is also a well-known tool for experienced pentesters
for manual security testing.

We run standard mode in ZAP to perform security vulnerabilities to our server run-
ning in Go. Figure 5 shows that there is no high security breach, especially in sensitive

Figure 5. ZAP scan alerts
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Figure 6. Xcode system resource monitoring

information leak (comply to PCI and HIPAA). In addition, the application utilizes low
resource allocation reflected in Figure 6.

6. Conclusion and Future Work. Based on the result shown in the previous section,
the proposed solution shows that ECG data transmission is secured from iOs app to the
server. The report does not show signs of security vulnerabilities from listed attacks in
Section 2 as well. Furthermore, the app shows efficiency [15] in terms of resource uti-
lization, including while performing the encryption. Current solution does not implement
any machine learning tasks yet so it can be a future research direction.
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